
Chloroform for every day of the year, and four minor operations without 

Chloroform. But I’m not sure that if you had to have a cataract extracted 

From your eye in a badly lighted room, you might not consider it a very 

Serious undertaking, although we list it as a minor operation. In this 

Theatre we have amputated 7 arms,13 legs, and 5 feet; excised 10 

Large joints; removed 37 stones; performed 100 abdominal operations; 

Removed about 100 cancerous tumours and as many non-malignant ones, 

As well as many other operations of all kinds.  Is it fair that the doctor, 

who, working alone, has such a terrible strain thrown on him already, 

Should further have to work in an ill-lightes, badly fitted room? If not, 

Will you help us to build a new operating theatre?  In addition to the 

Theatre, we need very badly more room and better apparatus for 

Laboratory work. The differential diagnosis of the fevers of the East 

Depends mainly on the microscope ; the diagnosis of the worms which 

Attack with such virulence the inhabitants of tropical lands can only be 

Efficiently made with the microscope. The true causes of some of our 

Diseases, many of them yet unrecognized, can only be discovered in the 

Pathological ladoratory. 

    To lay on water at the hospital we shall need from ￡150 to￡200. 

For the building of operating of operating theatre and pathological laboratory on  

The top of an at present existing block we shall need at least￡250; 

 

While for fittings for the new operating theatre at least ￡100 will be 

Required. 

     Thus, in all, at least￡500 is needed. We have some hope that the 

Foreign Missions Committee may give us ￡250, but before we can even 

Ask this we must raise ourselves at least a like amount. 

 

Can you help us? 

Donalions to help towards these objects should be srnt to : 

                                 Dr. JAMES L. MAXWELL, Jun., 

                              31, Hammelton Rood, 

                                        Bromley, Kent. 


